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We report on a new method to achieve the single-scan polarization-resolved degenerate four-wave mixing
(DFWM) spectroscopy in a Rb atomic medium using a vector optical field, in which two pump beams are kept
linearly polarized and a vector beam is employed as the probe beam. As the polarization and intensity of the
DFWM signal are closely dependent on the polarization state of the probe beam, a vector probe beam with
space-variant states of polarization is able to generate a DFWM signal with space-variant states of polarization
and intensity across the DFWM image. Accordingly, the polarization-resolved spectra can be retrieved from a
single DFWM image. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the single-scan polarization-
resolved spectrum detection has been realized experimentally with a vector beam. This work provides a simple
but efficient single-scan polarization-resolved spectroscopic method, which would be of great utility for the
samples of poor light stability and fast optical processes. © 2021 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear optics plays an important role in modern science and
technology [1–3]. Four-wave mixing (FWM) is an important
third-order nonlinear optical process, owning wide applications
in many areas. Besides its significance in generating quantum-
correlated beams and phase-conjugated beams [4,5], FWM also
serves as an effective spectroscopic method of many advantages.
Resulting from a fully resonant process, FWM spectroscopy has
high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), which allows for the sensi-
tive and selective detection of stable and transient molecules
[6]. Furthermore, the FWM signal is coherent and therefore
the entire signal can be collected (rather than a small fraction
as compared to an incoherent process like Raman scattering or
laser-induced fluorescence) [7]. In addition, the FWM signal is
separated from the input beams in direction and thus free
from parasitic background fluorescence under proper phase-
matching conditions, which further enhances the SNR and
makes remote probing possible [8]. So far, FWM spectroscopy
has been successfully applied in transient species analysis during
combustion [9], isotope ratio measurement [10], and investi-
gation of the energetic structure or dynamic processes of mol-
ecules [11,12].

As FWM in many systems is polarization sensitive, polari-
zation-resolved FWM spectral technology is of particular
importance. For example, it can be used to reveal the structure
and molecular orientation in complex systems [13,14], such
as proteins, lipids, and cell membranes. Munhoz and
Rigneault have shown that polarization-resolved FWM is a
powerful technique for retrieving the even orders of symmetry
up to the fourth order in thick collagenous tissues [15].
Polarization-resolved FWM can also be used to determine the
third-order nonlinear optical tensor of various media, including
transient systems, such as ionized atmospheric air [16] and plas-
mon excitation on flat graphene [17]. In addition, polarization-
resolved FWM is a significant tool for studying the complicated
dynamics of nonlinear optical processes, e.g, interwell carrier
dynamics [18], ultrafast dynamics in single gold nanoparticles
[19], excitonic dephasing [20].

The polarization-resolved FWM is commonly realized by
scanning the polarization of incident beams and detecting
the signals in sequence. However, such shot-to-shot methods
might cause irreversible damage to the samples, and therefore
it is not suitable for those samples with poor light stability
[15]. Moreover, the modulation speed of the commonly used
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polarization modulator, such as the electro-optic modulator
(EOM), is less than 100 MHz, and thus the transient processes
occurring in 10 ns cannot be resolved by shot-to-shot polari-
zation-resolved FWM. Previously, Shalit and Prior proposed an
idea of single-scan polarization-resolved FWM where a single
incident pulse is spatially encoded with various states of polari-
zation for FWM generation [21]. They also designed an exper-
imental scheme in which an echelon mirror is used to split a
pulse into multiple sub-pulses, and then a set of spatial light
modulators are employed to modulate the sub-pulses into vari-
ous states of polarization. However, no results have been re-
ported based on such an experimental geometry.

The vector fields are inherently characterized by space-
variant states of polarization. In recent years, vector fields have
attracted great attention and have had wide applications in op-
tical micro-manipulation and trapping [22], high-resolution
imaging [23], quantum communication [24], etc. Nonuniform
spatial polarization provides researchers with one more degree of
freedom in studying and utilizing the light–matter interaction.
For example, based on the nonlinear interaction of the vector
beam and the media, people are able to realize spatial filtering
of the vector probe beam based on saturated absorption [25],
generate specially correlated radially polarized beams [26], gen-
erate the dressed vortex FWM signal and study the modulation
effect of the vortex beam on the signal [27], manipulate and
select the spatial polarization distribution of a beam [28], etc.
We previously realized multi-wave mixing (MWM) generation
using a single vector beam, in which we split a vector beam into
multiple parts by a polarizer and then focused the multiple parts
into the sample to realize MWM [29].

In this work, we propose a new scheme of the single-scan
polarization-resolved degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM)
based on a vector field and demonstrate its feasibility with
the atomic Rb vapor sample. In the experimental configuration,
two pump beams are kept linearly polarized and a vector beam
is employed as the probe beam. Utilizing the space-variant
polarization of the probe beam, the measurement of the sin-
gle-scan polarization-resolved spectrum is easily achieved, since
the complicated polarization encoded process is avoided. This
work not only provides a simple but efficient single-scan polari-
zation-resolved DFWM method, but also provides a method
for designing other single-scan polarization-resolved spectral
or imaging methods, which would be of significance for low
light stability and fast optical processes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1(a) shows the scheme of our experimental setup. The
output from a wavelength tunable continuous-wave (CW) Ti:
sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics, Matisse TR) with a spectral
linewidth of ∼20 MHz and a beam size of ∼2 mm is split into
two beams by a polarization beam splitter (PBS1). The trans-
mission through PBS1 is further split into two beams (denoted
as E2 and E3, pump beams) by PBS2. The reflection from the
PBS1 is converted into a vector beam field using a vortex
retarder (VR, LBTEK, VR1-780) (denoted as E1, probe beam).
The VR is an optical component capable of generating a vector-
polarized beam and a vortex beam, which can be realized by
using a liquid crystal and a liquid crystal polymer combined

with advanced optical phase-matching technology [30]. The
VR used in this work is made of liquid crystal polymers, in
which the direction of the fast axis varies continuously around
the center of the circle.

The beams E2 and E3 are further reflected by PBS3, which
means E2 and E3 are both s-polarized when participating in the
DFWM process. The probe beam E1 propagates over the
PBS3. Then, the three beams (E1,E2, and E3) are guided
to propagate in parallel and then are focused into the Rb atomic
cell through an f � 400 mm lens. The power of each incident
beam is set to be ∼3 mW. The radius of each incident beam at
focus is ∼312 μm. The intensity of the incident beams is esti-
mated to be ∼980 mW=cm2, and therefore the transition in-
volved in this work is saturated (the saturation intensity for the
j5S1∕2i → j5P3∕2i of 87Rb is ∼2.5 mW=cm2 [31]). The
DFWM signal is generated when the three beams interact with
the Rb atoms under the phase-matching condition, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). In the Cartesian coordinate frame shown in Fig. 1(b),
the laser propagates along the z-axis, the s-polarization is along
the x-axis, and the p-polarization is along the y-axis. Thereby,
the polarizations of E2 and E3 are kept along the x-axis, and the
polarization of E1 is variable in the x-y plane.

The Rb sample cell (15 mm in length and 20 mm in diam-
eter) contains the Rb substrate and can be heated by a heater
belt to produce Rb atomic vapor. During the experiments, the
temperature of the cell was kept at 338.15 K, and the Rb
atomic number density is approximated to be 5 × 106 cm−3

or so [31]. The energy states j5S1∕2i and j5P3∕2i in the D2

line of 87Rb are involved in this work. The state of j5S1∕2i in-
cludes two hyperfine levels j5S1∕2, F � 1, 2i, and the state of
j5P3∕2i includes four hyperfine levels j5P3∕2, F � 0, 1, 2, 3i.
As the j5S1∕2, F � 2i (denoted as the ground state jai) is
chosen as the ground state, the excited state should be
j5P3∕2, F � 1, 2, 3i according to the selection rules. Because
the three hyperfine levels of j5P3∕2, F � 1, 2, 3i cannot be re-
solved in the DFWM spectrum due to Doppler broadening, we
plot them as one line (denoted as the excited state jbi) in

Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of the experimental setup. Ti:S, Ti:sapphire laser;
VR, vortex retarder; HR, high reflection mirror; PBS, polarization
beam splitter; and HWP, half-wave plate. (b) Phase-matching configu-
ration of forward four-wave mixing geometry. (c) The related energy
level structures of 87Rb.
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the energy level diagram shown in Fig. 1(c). The laser wave-
length is fixed at 780.2459 nm, resonant to the transition
of 87Rb j5S1∕2, F � 2i → j5P3∕2, F 0 � 1, 2, 3i.

As for the detecting part, the images of the DFWM signal
are captured by a CMOS camera. A spatial filter is placed in
front of the CMOS camera to filter out the incident beams. A
polarization analyzer is inserted before the CMOS camera
when we determine the polarization distribution of the signal
beam (not shown). The polarization analyzer we used is a
Glan prism.

3. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The third-order nonlinear polarization is deduced with density-
matrix formalism ρ. Based on the perturbation theory [32], the
perturbation chains related to the FWM process in a two-

level system can be written as (1) ρ�0�aa !
E1
ρ�1�ba !

E�
2
ρ�2�aa !

E3

ρ�3�ba and

(2) ρ�0�aa !
E3

ρ�1�ba !
E�
2
ρ�2�aa !

E1
ρ�3�ba [shown in Fig. 1(c)]. Here

E1 � E1�ω1�e−iω1t is the probe beam with the frequency of
ω1, and E2 � E2�ω2�e−iω2t and E3 � E3�ω3�e−iω3t are pump
beams with the frequencies of ω2 and ω3, respectively.

Then, the expression of the third-order density matrix ele-
ments [32] can be derived using these chains

ρ�3�ba1 �
1

ℏ3

�μba · E3�ω3���μab · E�
2�ω2���μba · E1�ω1��e−i�ω1−ω2�ω3�t

��ωba − ω1 � ω2 − ω3� − i∕T 2���ω2 − ω1� � i∕T 1���ωba − ω1� − i∕T 2�
, (1)

ρ�3�ba2 �
1

ℏ3

�μba · E1�ω1���μab · E�
2�ω2���μba · E3�ω3��e−i�ω3−ω2�ω1�t

��ωba − ω3 � ω2 − ω1� − i∕T 2���ω2 − ω3� � i∕T 1���ωba − ω3� − i∕T 2�
, (2)

where T 1 � 1∕Γba is the lifetime of the excited state, and
T 2 � 1∕γba is the relaxation time of the transition of the
dipole moment. The induced third-order polarization [32] is
obtained by

P�3� � Nμabρ
�3�
ba � Nμab�ρ�3�ba1 � ρ�3�ba2�, (3)

where ρ�3�ba � ρ�3�ba1 � ρ�3�ba2, N is the atom number density, and
μab is the transition dipole between jai and jbi.

For DFWM, the frequencies of three incident beams are the
same: ω1 � ω2 � ω3 � ω, and therefore the third-order
atomic polarization of the DFWM signal [32] is

P�3�
ba � 2N

ℏ3

μab�μba · E1�ω���μab · E�
2�ω���μba · E3�ω��

�Δ� i∕T 2��i∕T 1��Δ� i∕T 2�
e−iωt ,

(4)

where the laser detuning is denoted as Δ � ω − ωba.
The coupling wave equation under the slowly varying am-

plitude approximation is

2ik
∂Ep

∂z
− μ0ε0εr

�∂2Ep

∂t2
− 2iω

∂Ep

∂t

�

� μ0

�∂2PNL
p

∂t2
− iω

∂PNL
p

∂t
− ω2PNL

p

�
eiΔkz : (5)

Then, considering the fact that the light source we used was a
continuous-wave laser, we can neglect the terms related to time
(the so-called steady-state approximation) and get

2ikp
∂Ep

∂z
� −μ0ω

2
pPNL

p eiΔkz : (6)

As for our case, Ep is the amplitude of the DFWM signal E4,
PNL
p is the third-order polarization P�3�, and Δk � 0 under the

phase-matching condition. So the coupled-wave equation of
the DFWM process can be expressed as

∂E4

∂z
� iω2

2ε0cn
P�3�, (7)

where ε0, c, and n are the permittivity of the vacuum, the speed
of light, and the refractive index, respectively. With the boun-
dary condition E4�z � 0� � 0, we can get the amplitude of
the DFWM signal,

E4�z� �
iω2

2ε0cn
P�3�z: (8)

It is seen that the generated DFWM amplitude E4 is in pro-
portion to the third-order atomic polarization intensity
(E4 ∝ P�3�). Hence, the intensity of the DFWM signal I 4
can be represented by jP�3�j2. According to the expression of

the third-order polarization P�3� in Eq. (4), the efficiency of
the DFWM process can be improved by tuning the laser wave-
length resonant to the atoms (Δ � 0) and increasing the
atomic number density N. It is also found that we can improve
the efficiency by exciting the DFWM process in the transitions
with a larger dipole moment μab, which can be realized by vary-
ing the polarization of the incident beams.

To clearly describe the interaction between the atom and the
polarized beams, we discuss the situations when the polariza-
tion state of E1 is varied while E2 and E3 are kept x-polarized.
The treatment of the incident beams is that an arbitrarily po-
larized beam is projected into the x and the y directions to get
the x-polarized and the y-polarized components. When inter-
acting with the Rb atoms, the x-polarized component remains
linearly polarized, while the y-polarized component is decom-
posed into equally left-circular (σ�) and right-circular (σ−)
polarized components.

As shown in Fig. 1(c), three transitions j5S1∕2, F � 2i →
j5P3∕2, F 0 � 1i, j5S1∕2, F � 2i → j5P3∕2, F 0 � 2i and
j5S1∕2, F � 2i → j5P3∕2, F 0 � 3i are used in the DFWM
process in this work. We take the transition path from
F � 2 to F 0 � 1 as an example to illustrate the interaction
of the system with the polarized incident beams. Figure 2 shows
the allowed transition paths generating a DFWM signal in
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different polarization configurations from F � 2 to F 0 � 1.
To quantitatively estimate the contribution of each of the
DFWM processes under various polarization configurations,
we calculated the Rabi frequency of every allowed transition
according to Ω � μabE∕ , in which μab is the transition dipole
moment for the jai → jbi transition, E is the electric field, and
ℏ is the reduced Planck constant. The transition dipole mo-
ment μab varies with different transition paths between hyper-
fine energy levels, which can be obtained by multiplying the
transition dipole moment of j5S1∕2i and j5P3∕2i in the D2 line
of 87Rb �∼3.584 × 10−29 C ·m� with a coefficient for specific
hyperfine transition provided by Steck [31]. The Rabi fre-
quency is denoted as Ωl

jk, where j � 1, 2, 3, or 4 represents the
beams E1,E2, E3, and E4, respectively; l � π, σ�, σ− stands
for the polarization state of the beams; and k � 1, 2, or 3
stands for the set of the DFWM process, as indicated in Fig. 2.
The allowed transition paths for the cases of F � 2 to F 0 � 2
and 3 can be calculated similarly by the transition rule.

It is seen from Fig. 2 that the transition paths are different
for different polarization states of E1. As the transition dipole
moment μab varies for different transition paths, the generated
DFWM signal varies accordingly. When E2 and E3 are kept
invariant, we can write the third-order atomic polarization
of the DFWM according to Eq. (4) to be

P�3� � P�3�
x � P�3�

y ∝ AE1x � BE1y, (9)

where A and B are the weighting factors for the x-polarized and
the y-polarized components of E1, dependent on the transition
paths. Through calculation with the known data of μab [31], we
get that A � 0.34 and B � 0.19 considering that all the con-
tributions from the allowed transition paths of j5S1∕2, F �
2i → j5P3∕2, F 0 � 1, 2, 3i are considered.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To determine the dependence of the DFWM signal on the
polarization state of the probe beam E1, we first replace the VR
with an HWP to scan the polarization direction of E1 and mea-
sure the intensity of the DFWM signal under various polari-
zation directions of E1. The DFWM intensity versus the
rotation angle of the HWP is plotted in Fig. 3. The power
of each incident beam is set to be ∼3 mW, and the highest
DFWM signal is measured to be ∼50 μW. Therefore, the con-
version efficiency of the DFWM process is ∼0.6%. It is found
that the DFWM intensity is highest at 0°, 90°, and 180° and
lowest at 45° and 135°. In our experiments, beam E1 is
x-polarized at 0°, 90°, and 180° and y-polarized at 45° and
135°. Together with the fact that E2 and E3 are both kept
x-polarized in this work, we can see that the results are in agree-
ment with previous studies where the DFWM signal gets high-
est when the polarizations of the three incident beams are in
parallel and lowest when the polarization of E1 is perpendicular
to that of E2 and E3 [16].

Theoretically, when a linearly polarized beam passes through
an HWP, its two projected components are Ex � E0 cos�2θ�
and Ey � E0 sin�2θ�, where θ is the rotation angle of the
HWP with respect to its main axis. Inserting Ex and Ey into
Eq. (7), we can get the theoretical curve (black line). It is seen
that the experimental data agrees well with the theoretical
curve, indicating that the polarization dependence of the
DFWM can be described by the interaction between the po-
larized light and the atomic hyperfine energy levels. The offsets
in the minimum might be caused by the error in measuring the
weak signal.

From the above study, we know that the DFWM signal of
the Rb atoms is quite sensitive to the polarization of the probe
beam E1 when the polarizations of the pump beams E2 and E3

are kept invariant. In order to get the single-scan polarization-
resolved DFWM, we then can convert the beam E1 from a
linearly polarized beam into a vector beam by the VR and take
the vector beam as the probe beam to produce the DFWM
signal.

The polarization distribution of the vector optical field can
be varied by rotating the fast axis of the VR. The typical radial
and angular vector fields generated are shown in Fig. 4(a)

Fig. 2. Possible transition paths at different polarization configura-
tions from j5S1∕2, F � 2i to j5P3∕2, F 0 � 1i in the D2 line of 87Rb
when the probe beam is (a) x-polarized, (b) σ�, and (c) σ−. F is the
total angular momentum quantum number, andmF is the correspond-
ing projection value.Ωl

jk are the corresponding Rabi frequencies of the
transitions, which are Ωπ

11 � Ωπ
21 � Ωπ

31 � Ωπ
41 � Ωπ

13 � Ωπ
23 �

Ωπ
33 � Ωπ

43 � Ωσ�
11 � Ωσ�

41 � Ωσ−
13 � Ωσ−

43 � ∼146 MHz, Ωπ
12 �

Ωπ
22 � Ωπ

32 � Ωπ
42 � ∼169 MHz, Ωσ�

12 � Ωσ�
42 � Ωσ−

12 � Ωσ−
42 �

∼103 MHz, and Ωσ�
13 � Ωσ�

43 � Ωσ−
11 � Ωσ−

41 � ∼60 MHz.

Fig. 3. Normalized DFWM signal intensity with respect to the ro-
tation angle of the HWP varying the polarization of E1. The pump
beams E2 and E3 are kept x-polarized. The red dots are the experi-
mental data, and the black line is the theoretical curve.
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I and IV, respectively, in which the arrows stand for the polari-
zation distribution of the fields, which can be determined
through an analyzer. Figure 4(a) II, III, V, and VI show the
beam images after the analyzer. Then, keeping the pump beams
E2 and E3 x-polarized, we obtain images of the single-scan
DFWM signal when E1 is the radial and angular vector field,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4(b) VII and VIII. It is clearly seen
that the DFWM signal intensity is spatially variable across the
images, the shapes of which look like two pairs of “cashews.”

To find the relationship between the space-variant intensity
of the DFWM signal and the space-variant polarization of E1,
we further determined the polarization distribution across the
DFWM signal image using an analyzer. Figures 5(a) and 5(b)
show the images of the DFWM signal captured after the ana-
lyzer, which are obtained when the probe beam E1 is a radial
and an angular vector field, respectively. It is seen that the
polarization state of the DFWM signal is space-variant with

Fig. 5. DFWM signal images after a polarization analyzer: (a) E1 is the radial vector optical field, and (b) E1 is the angular vector optical field.

Fig. 4. Polarization distribution of the single-scan DFWM signal.
(a) Beam images of the vector optical field and its corresponding im-
ages after the analyzer. (b) Single-scan DFWM signal image when E1 is
the vector optical field.

Fig. 6. Polarization distribution across the DFWM images, and the polarization-resolved spectra retrieved from the single DFWM signal when
(a) and (b) E1 is the radial vector optical field, and (c) and (d) E1 is the angular vector optical field. The black solid lines are the theoretical curves.
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an identical polarization distribution of E1. It is to be under-
stood that in the isotropic medium, the polarization state of the
DFWM signal is identical to the probe beam E1 when the
polarization states of E2 and E3 are kept the same. Therefore,
the x-polarized DFWM signal is the result of the x-polarized
parts of E1, and the y-polarized DFWM signal is the result of
the y-polarized parts.

According to Fig. 5, we can denote the polarization distri-
bution of the DFWM signal across the beam image as the ar-
rows show in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c). Then, we can discuss the
DFWM signal intensity under various polarization directions.
It is observed that the DFWM signal intensity is space-variant
across the signal image. The DFWM signal gets highest when
E1 is x-polarized and lowest when E1 is y-polarized. Such re-
sults can be well explained by the fact that the DFWM signal
intensity is dependent on the polarization state of E1 (Fig. 3).
When a vector beam with space-variant polarization is em-
ployed as the probe beam E1, the DFWM signal intensity be-
comes space-variant.

In this manner, the polarization-resolved spectra can be
retrieved from a single DFWM signal image. As shown in
Figs. 6(a) and 6(c), we denoted the vertical direction on the
DFWM signal images as 0° and segmented the images radially
every 15°. Then, we integrated the intensity along the straight
lines. Finally, the integrated intensity was plotted with respect
to the angle, and the polarization-resolved spectra were thus
obtained [Figs. 6(b) and 6(d)]. It is seen that the DFWM
signal attains a maximum at x-polarized and a minimum at
y-polarized for both cases (E1 is the radial and angular vector
optical field, respectively), which is in good agreement with the
theoretical curves, indicating that a single vector beam is able to
realize polarization-resolved spectrum detection. The offsets in
the minimum might be caused by two aspects. First, there is a
larger error in measuring the weak signal. Second, only a spatial
part of the E1 beam participates in the DFWM process for the
single-scan case, which might cause even larger measurement
errors.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, we realized the single-scan polarization-resolved
DFWM spectroscopy in the Rb atomic medium based on the
space-variant polarization characteristics of the vector beam. In
the experimental scheme, a vector beam is employed as the
probe beam, and the two pump beams remain linearly polar-
ized. As the polarization and intensity of the DFWM signal are
closely dependent on the polarization state of the probe beam
when the pump beams are kept invariant, a vector probe beam
with space-variant states of polarization is able to generate a
DFWM signal with space-variant states of polarization and in-
tensity. Therefore, the polarization and intensity informa-
tion can be retrieved from the single DFWM signal image.
Compared with the traditional shot-to-shot polarization-
resolved spectroscopy, the single-scan polarization-resolved
spectrum is of particular importance in studying the samples
of poor light stability and fast optical processes. In addition,
the scheme proposed in this work based on the vector field is
simple to use. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time that single-scan polarization-resolved spectrum detection

has been realized based on the vector field. This work not only
provides a simple but efficient single-scan polarization-resolved
DFWM method but also blazes a path for designing other sin-
gle-scan polarization-resolved spectral or imaging methods,
which would be of special significance for the samples of poor
light stability and fast optical processes. In the next step, we will
apply the single-scan polarization-resolved DFWM method to
studying the micro-structure of the biological samples of poor
light stability.
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